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Acclaimed Singer/Songwriter Stephanie Quayle to discuss Why Do We Stay? How My Toxic Relationship Will Help You Find Freedom at ALA

(Nashville, Tenn.) — Harper Celebrate is pleased to present Stephanie Quayle, debut author of Why Do We Stay? How My Toxic Relationship Will Help You Find Freedom at the American Library Association’s (ALA) Annual Conference for a signing on Sunday, June 30 and a signing and speaking event on Monday, July 1.

In Why Do We Stay? How My Toxic Relationship Will Help You Find Freedom (Harper Celebrate, April 30, 2024), acclaimed country music singer/songwriter Stephanie Quayle invites readers inside every detail of her own lived experience in a toxic relationship. The book chronicles how she met, fell in love with, and ultimately moved on from a toxic relationship while still holding experiences that it would take years to heal from. Stephanie shares tender, personal memories from the relationship, some of which she was only able to learn when her former partner died in a plane crash.

Stephanie’s story is reinforced by insight from W. Keith Campbell, PhD, one of the world’s leading experts in narcissism, who offers wise counsel and thoughtful reflections at the end of each chapter which will lead the reader to action.
Stephanie Quayle is a Nashville recording artist who tours the world with her music and an entrepreneur with her own record label, Big Sky Music Group. Rolling Stone Country called her “an artist you need to know,” CMT named her as part of its “Next Women of Country” franchise, and she’s appeared on popular programs like The Kelly Clarkson Show and The Ellen DeGeneres Show. As an indie artist with two Billboard charted singles, “Selfish” and “Whatcha Drinkin’ ’Bout,” she has repeatedly performed at CMA Fest and the Grand Ole Opry. The Montana native has teamed up with recognizable brands like Wrangler, Harley-Davidson, Bass Pro Shops, Montana Silversmiths, as well as Lucchese Bootmaker in the creation of her exclusive boot line. Quayle’s latest album On the Edge chronicles her personal experience in a toxic relationship and the healing she’s gone through since—inspiring others and redefining her future. For more information, visit https://www.stephaniequayle.com/.

About Harper Celebrate: Harper Celebrate publishes projects such as daily readers; lifestyle books; cookbooks; journals; photography-driven books and anthologies; poetry; mindfulness; and occasion/holiday-focused books. For more information, visit www.harpercollinsfocus.com/harper-celebrate.

About HarperCollins Focus: HarperCollins Focus, LLC owns and operates a collection of publishing imprints that enlighten and empower readers to transform their hearts and minds, connecting through story, advice, mentorship, and community. The company’s mission is to inspire the world with content that equips people to lead lives of significance, integrity, and purpose. The company is based in Nashville, TN. For more information, visit www.harpercollinsfocus.com.